TrailTrophy St. Andreasberg 2020

24.06.2020

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION and PREFERENTIAL briefing
Please read the participant information and the supplement to current hygiene guidelines
carefully!
In the following we have summarized the most important points for this year's TrailTrophy in the Harz
Mountains. Please read these two pages thoroughly. Please also pay attention to the separate hygiene
rules of the TrailTrophy as well as the bike park operator Alberti-Lift GmbH (separate PDFs).
Please bring along to the registration:
a) signed disclaimer
ONLY with FILLED disclaimer the registration will be processed!
b) 20 Euro deposit for transponder (please match)
1. Race number: distribution: Saturday from 13:30 - 18:30, race office at the valley station in the
Bikepark MSB X-Trail (signposted on site)
Approach/address: Matthias-Schmidt Berg 4, 37444 St. Andreasberg/Harz
It is very important for the whole procedure that you pick up your starting documents already on
Saturday!
Distribution on Sunday (ONLY for latecomers) from 7.45 to 8.00 am
2. Briefing: In writing on Saturday, 04.07., starting at 13.00 on a notice board. On Sunday, 05.07., also
by notice and (if possible) for small groups before the start!
3. Team name: Make sure that the spelling is the same here! Change your team name by logging into
the SPORTident-participant administration yourself - in exceptional cases send additions or changes by
e-mail until LATEST Wednesday, 01.07. Last possibility ON accreditation.
DURING the TrailTrophy we can NOT make any team changes etc. anymore!
4. Transponder: 20 Euro deposit to be kept ready. Attach the transponder with the wristband to your
right wrist. When you return the transponder the deposit will be returned.
5. Starting number: Attach it visibly to the handlebars.
6. Helmet obligation: It is obligatory to wear a helmet on the entire course, also on the transfers
between the stages!
7. Protectors etc.: On the timed stages, you are required to wear: Knee pads. The wearing of elbow
pads and a back protector or backpack is strongly recommended on all stages.
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8. Signposting of the track: Enduro also means "eyes open"! This means: Please ride the entire route
carefully. In principle the route is signposted, but not at every point marked on both sides by a tape. It is
important to keep your bearings even on the timed stages!
9. Starting grid: Will be set up by the race management. For the first 100 participants the results of the
previous year are taken as a basis. All others will start according to their starting number. The starting
list will be posted on site from Saturday afternoon. This starting order is binding! If you want to ride
together with friends and are divided into different starting blocks, you have to meet during the transfers
if necessary.
10. Lift: It is expected that both chair lifts will be in operation in the Bikepark. Here ONLY use the lift
that is signposted as a shuttle to the respective stage. Please board the lift quickly and do not let any of
the chairs go empty!
11. Procedure at the start gate: The "Gate Directors" regulate the entrance to the timekeeping
sections. They also make sure that the distance from driver to driver is correct. Waiting drivers must
stay BACK to the Gate Director, otherwise the timekeeping will be triggered (contactless)!
12. Timing I: The end of the timing is announced by yellow warning signs "Finish 50 m" (if the finish
cannot be seen from this distance).
The passage of the finish line is marked by two finish boards and tape on both sides; if necessary, there
will be marshals at the finish line.
13. Timing II: The personal transponder stores all data of the individual sections. The transponder is
already switched on by SPORTident! After the last stage the transponder must be read out. For this
purpose it is necessary to pass under the finish arch and at the TRAILTROPHY-tent before and after
the finish arch. Without this passage and the reading of the transponder no scoring can take place.
14. Catering: The following catering is included in the participation fee: Race snack at the track, before
or after stage 4.
15. Emergency repair service: For repairs the bike shop in the bike park is available, opening hours
Saturday & Sunday from 9.30 - 17.00 hrs.
16. SCHEDULE: The current timetable can be viewed at www.trailtrophy.eu, then location
Choose St. Andreasberg. The current timetable is posted on site.
We wish you lots of fun and success at the TrailTrophy in St. Andreasberg!
Your TrailTrophy organisation team

Düsseldorf, 24.06.2020
- Subject to changes and amendments
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